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Ass'ln:\(-.'r - Between 1917 and 19'10 the Taxonomic Princioles Committee of the newlv-
fbunded Association fol the Stud1, of Systematics in Relation io Ger,eral Biology (later the
S1'stematics Association) attempted to define the relationship between evolution and taxono
my. The people u,ho rook part in the discussion u'ere W.T. Cahnan, C.R.P. Diver, ./.S.L.
Gilmour, .J.S. Hurley. V.D. Lang, J.R. Norman, R. X,{elvi l le, O.\X/. Richards, M.A. Smith.
T.A. Sprague, H. Ilamshar'"' Thomas, W.B. Turrill, B.P. Uvaror,, A.F. Wa&ins, E.I. \X/hite,
ancl A.J. \Xlilmott. Most of the botanists asserted thaf taxonomv was a practical matter to be
kept distinct from phl,logenetic speculation, and most of the zoologists insisted that taxono-
mists must strive to represent evoluticln if they u'ished to be scientific. The disagreement
seemed to be hardening rather than approaching conpromise u'hen Vorld \X/ar Two stopped
the committee's work.

In the 1910s many biologists were excited by the growing expecta-
tion that they were on the verge of a better understanding of evolu-
tion, but \X/orld \War Two, starting in l9)9, interrupted most scientif-
ic activity in Europe. \When work resumed in the late 1940s, the neo-
Darwinian 'modern synthesis' - so christened by Julian Huxley - was
solidly in place.l From the vantage point of the 19J0s, it looked as
though systematics was poised to play several possible roles in the
coming synthesis, whereas the one it actually played was the one
favored by Dobzhansky and Mayr, focussing on speciation. The fact
that in the late thirties several other asoects of svstematics seemed
equally worthy of attention is reflected in the diverse contributions to
the 1940 volume The Neu Systematics. This title, as editor and con-
tributors freely confessed, \f,'as a call to action rather than a unified
vision, but u'hen Mayr latet characterized 'nel systematics' as con-
cerned rvith populations, its broader original meaning u/as forgotten.

During the 1910s there was considerable interest in the method-
ological foundations of systematics, particularly in Germany,z although

1 E. May'r and \X/,B. Provinc, The Euolutionary.\1'nthesis, Cambridge: Ilarvard University Press, 1980.
2 N'IJ. Donoghue and.f .\r'. Kadcreit,'Walter Zimmernrann and the (lrowth of Phylogenetic Theory',
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the most famous product of that period, \X/illi Hennig's book, was
delaved bv the war.r At the same time a number of British botanists
and-zoologists, unaware of Hennig's ideas, were raising fundamental
ouestions.+

Their discussions are mentioned in Tohn Gilmour's essay for The
Neta Systematics:

Another problem which has recently been discussed...is the significance of a nat-
ural classification and its relationship to phylogeny. During the past year this point
has been exhaustively debated by the Taxonomic Principles Committee of the
Association For the Study of Systematics in Relation to General Biology, and a cer-
tain amount of agreement has been reached. There still exist, however, two schools
of thought among its members, as among biologists in general.... A resolution of
these diffcrenccs is surely one of the greatest needs of systematic biology.t

Systematists of today, wearied by decades of contention, may smile
at Gilmour's innocent belief that this debate had been 'exhaustive',

but they might be surprised to learn how many issues it did include.
Thanks to the succession of secretaries of the Systematics Association
who have oreserved the files of its committees. it is oossible to recon-
struct much of what went on. Letters, notes, minutis, and memoran-
da show that the Taxonomic Principles Committee identified and ar-
ticulated deep differences of opinion, but made no progress in resolv-
mg them.6

The llea Systematics was edited by Julian Huxley and published
under the auspices of the Association For the Study of Systematics in
Relation to General Biology, of which he was the first chairman.
Changing its name after the waq the Systematics Association is with
us still, organizing conferences and publishing the proceedings of
those conferences. (It is sometimes assumed, incorrectly, that Huxley's
volume also originated as the proceedings of a conference.) In its early
years the Association consisted of people who thought that important
changes were under $/ay in biology, modernizations which taxono-
mists ought to take into account. Its membership was not limited to
taxonomists but included geneticists, cytologists, and ecologists. The
phrase 'in Relation to General Biology' reflected the diverse motives

I C. Dupuis, 'La "Syst6matique Phylog6n6tique" de \X/. Hennig', Cahiars des Na/uralis/es, )1 (1919),
l - 69 .

r.f .B. l{agen, 'lJxperirnental'l 'axonomy, 1910 1960: The Impact of Cytology, Ecology, and Genetics
on Icleas of Biological Classification', Dissertation, C)regon State Univcrsity, 1982: 6-J2.

5 J.S.L. Cilmour, 'Taxonomy and Philosophy'. In: J. Huxlcy (cd.), 7bc Neru .\'stenntit:r, C)xford:
Oxforcl University Press. 1910: 161'114,161 162.

(' Unattributcd statcnrcnts of fact in rvhat lbllows arc bascd upon the papers of the Systematic Asso
ciation, presently located in the library of the University of Durhanr,
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of the founders, including ecologists rvho wanted taxonomists to make
keys that would be easier for non-taxonomists to use, senior taxono-
mists u,ho sensed a lack of respect from other biologists, and junior
taxonomists who thought the Linnean Society needed a ginger group
to rouse it from its conservatism.

The Association was born on June 25, 7937 , when more than sev-
enty women and men assembled in the quarters of the Linnean Soci-
ety near Piccadilly Circus in London and approved its name, purpose,
and plan of action.z This public birth had been preceded by the usual
preliminaries: conception, consisting of conversations in the spring of
1916 between Gilmour, Cyril Darlington, and \X/illiam B. Turrill; ges-
tation, consisting of further meetings to which selected others were
invited, including the energetic promoter of neo-Darwinism Julian
Huxley; and labor, when about two dozen botanists and zoologists,
calling themselves the new Association's Council, sketched out the
group's purposes and committee structure. Huxley was chosen Chair
of the Council, and at the June 25 open meeting his leadership was
confirmed, in spite of a bit of grumbling behind the scenes that he
was no systematist.

First on the list of aims of the new-born Association was 'To exam-
ine the theoretical and historical bases and the practical aims of tax-
onomy, and especially the relation of phylogeny to cytogenetic and
taxonomic data'. This task, deriving directly from the preliminary con-
versations betrveen Turrill, Darlington, and Gilmou! was assigned to
the Taxonomic Principles Committee, of which Gilmour was con-
venor.

John Scott Lennox Gilmour was a man of great personal charm,
combining physical attractiveness, perfect social ease, and organiza-
tional tact.r After undergraduate studies in botany and one year as
Curator of the Herbarium of Cambridge University, he had been
hired in 7931 as assistant to the director of the Royal Botanic Gardens
at Kewl he was regarded as someone destined to rise high.r Gilmour
was the youngest member of the Taxonomic Principles Cornmittee
and had yet to publish anything substantial. though hi had intentions
of conducting breeding experiments like those of Gote Turesson in

; 'Associafion For thc Studl' of Sl,stematics in Relation to Cieneral Biologl', Nature, 110 (19)i), 1$-
164; 'S1'sternat ics in Relat ion to Gencral  Bio log1",  Nature,  140 \19)1),211'212;  H. \X/ .  Parker, 'The Co-
operrtion of Corrcsponding Societies in the Study of Systematics in Rclation to General Biology', Reporl
rf Britisl: Assoctttttlon Frtr tht' Aduanct,ncu/ of Suencc, 19J8, 531-51J.

8 E.  Ashbv,  'Address' ,  Plant  Sys/emat ics and Euolut ion,167 (1986),  I  6.
') \W.T. Stcarn,'A Tribute tojohn Gilmour (1906-1986)', 7'Jlt'Gartlen (.lournal of the Rrna/ Hrtrticu/-

rur t /  . \oc ic ' t t ) .  1 12 (1987).  152-155.
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Stockholm and James \X/. Gregor in Edinburgh, experiments designed
to distinguish betu'een environmental and genetical causes of mor-
phological variation. Gilmour's Kew colleague Turrill was already col-
laborating with Eric MarsdenJones on such experiments. Having
adopted Turrill 's vieu, that new terminologies would have to be devel-
oped to accommodate the new findings of cytology, genetics, and
ecology, Gilmour had declared, at the 1%6 meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science in Blackpool, that con-
flict and confusion could be avoided if biologists would simply recog-
nize that classification 'is a tool by the aid of which the human mind
can deal effectively with the almost infinite variety of the universe. It
is not something inherent in the universe, but is, as it were, a con-
ceptual order imposed on it by man for his own purposes'. \When
asked to revise that talk for Nature, Gilmour added references to
philosophical authorities which warranted this nominalist stand.t,,

The men meeting rvith Gilmour on the Taxonomic Principles Com-
mittee u,ere a self-selected group at the top of their profession. Three
of its members (William T. Calman, \X/illiam D. Lang, and Hugh
Hamshaw Thomas) u,ere already Fellows of the Royal Society; Huxley
became FRS in 1938, and four others (Turrill, Owain \X/. Richards,
Boris P. Uvarov, and Errol Ivor \White) would later receive that honor.
Calman, just ending a term as President of the Linnean Society, was
doing pathbreaking work on the morphology of Crustacea. The ento-
mologist Richards had co-authored a book on animal variability. Uva-
rov had demonstrated that locusts are alternate phases of grasshop-
pers. Cyril R. P. Diver was doing pioneering work in both ecology and
population genetics. I r

Counting Gilmour, the committee had fifteen rnembers, rising to
sixteen after Turrill ioined it in February 7938 (Table 1). Seven were
botanists, if rve include the geneticist Arthur E. Watkins; rhree were
paleontologists (Lang, Hamshaw Thomas, and White). Four of the
botanists worked at Kew (Gilmour, Turrill, Thomas A. Sprague, and

r0.J,S.L. (;ilmour, 'Tu,o l-arl)' Papcrs on Classification', Plant ,\'stematics ttntl l:uolution, 167 (1989),
97 l (17.

rr  l .  ( ,or ,bn, ' ( )b i tuary Not ice of  \X ' i l l ianr  I 'honras ( la lman' ,  Proceel ings of  the Ltnnean Srnety of
Lontlon, l(r5 (19).1), fll-87; I-.1. V/hitc,'\X'illiani D. Lang', Blographical Menotrs of r'allou's of the Royal
Srxiett'.72 (1966), )(>l-)EQ T.M. llarris, 'IIugh Ilamsharv Thomas', Biograpl:ical Mettoirs of Felhus of
tht llat'a/ .\'oct:ett,.9 (1')6J).287 299t J.R. Baker', 'fulian Sorell Iluxlcy', Bngrdpltica/ M.'ilk)irs of Felltnt:s
of tht Roya/ ,\oaety,22 11916},207-238; C.l-. Hubbard. 'Villiam 

Berram Turrlll ', Biographical Munoirs
oJ le l lotos r l  rhc Royal  Societ t ,  l l  (1971),61J9-701; R.  Southwood, 'C)wain \X/estmacotr  Richards' ,  Bzo-
graphicdl Mertoirs rf Iellrws rf thc Royttl Srxiet1,, )) (l')81), y7-r71,: V.B. Vigglesu'orth, 'Boris Petro-
vitch Uvaror". Biographictl Mtnoirs of Fe lktu'r o.f the Rot'al .\ocictt'. 1J 0,c)1 ll.7I3 740r .J. Stubbletleld.
'Lrrol lvor \\,'hirc', Biographital i\lcmoirs ,tf l:tlkttls of th, R,'val .io.r..tt'. tl (1985). 6]l-651; A.T. Cain,
'Capt. C1'ril Divcr', Journal of Couthology, 21 (19]1), 2r-) 216.
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Tasll 1. Members of the Taxonomic Principles Committee of the Association for
the Study' of S-vstematics in Relation to Generirl Bioiogy, I%1 )8.

Ag.t Affiliation2 Dec I Ian 1,1
r9J7 1918

Feb 24 Mar 2) Jul 1
r9)8 t938 l9)8

Botanists

J.S.L.  Cl i lmour

R. Melville

W.B. Turri l l

H.lI. Thomas

A.J. Wilmot

T.A. Sprague

Zoologists

O.W. Richards

Il.L. White

J.R. Norman

B.P. Uvarov

\X/.D. Lang

\\'.D. Calman

M.A. Smith

Non-taxonomists

r\.E. Watkins

C.R.P.  Diver

.1.S.  Hur lcv

)1 Turrill ian

t )  I  u fn l l ran

41 Turri l l ian

)z  I  u r r l l t lan

t9 Turrill ian

l0 (lalmanite

)6 compromise

)6 Calmanite

)') Calmanite

= 18 Calmanite
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61 Calmanite
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r Their agcs arc given as ofJanuary 1, 1918.
2 This column indicates u,hether the scientist agreed u,ith Turill that classification cannot

be bascd upon evolution, or agreed u'ith Calman that it must be.
I I{e u.'as not yet a member of thc Taxonomic Principles Committee.
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Ronald Melville), one (Alfred J. Wilmott) was from the British Muse-
um (Natural History), and two taught at Cambridge (Hamshaw Thomas
and \X/atkins). Most of the zoologists (Calman, Lang, Uvarov, \White,

Tohn R. Norman, and Malcolm A. Smith) were based in the British
Museum. Of the two remaining zoologists, Richards taught at Imper-
ial College, London; Huxley had held teaching posts at Oxford and at
King's College, London, and had recendy taken on the directorship of
the great London zoo in Regent's Park. The only member of the com-
mittee not earning his living in biology rvas Diveq Clerk of Commit-
tees of the House of Commons.rz

It ought to have been obvious to everyone that the Taxonomic
Principles Committee would have to wrestle with major differences of
opinion, for Calman was on record with views directly contrary to
Gilmour's: 'It is certain that a Natural System does exist....It is an
objective fact, not an arbitrary construction of human inventiveness.'11
Yet, Gilmour seemed confident that his committee could root out the
causes of any differences and, by facing them with frankness, good
will and clarity of definition, achieve agreement. He e-xpected the
committee to arrive at a consensus and announce its conclustons. Dro-
ducing a 'more or less agreed body of opinion on the principles of Ta-
xonomy which could be embodied in a published report'. Even
though he knew that differences within the committee reflected dif-
ferences in the wider community, Gilmour was optimistic of making
progress. 'Such a report, if it did not meet with acceptance from other
biologists, would at least serve to stimulate further discussion.'

The Taxonornic Principles Comrnittee held its first meeting on De-
cember 3,79)7. I t  met  four  t imes in  79)8 ( lan.  14,  Feb.24,  Mar.25,
July 1) and once in 1939 (June 15); then the war brought its work to
a halt. In the 1950s a committee of the same name resumed work, but
it did not continr-re this debate on foundations. The records of the
pre-war committee, some still in Gilmour's Kerv file folders, give evi-
dence of his administrative skill. Having asked the members to put
their views on paper, Gilmour would produce (or have a helper pro-
duce) typed stencils of what he received, which he would then circu-
late back to the u,hole committee. Althoush most of these statements

r2 'Althrrr Erncst \\'atkir.rs', \Y/ho Wa.r \Yho, 196I-IC)lQ, p. 117-l; 'Thomas A. Sprague', 
'faxon.1960,

91'102; 'Ronald Nlch,illc', Dircctory of British Scientists, London: Ernest Benn Ltd., 19(16: 96; I.A.
Williams. 'A)frecl 

.famcs \X/ilmott', Pntu'adings of lhe Liunean .\ocietl'rf I-ondon, 162 (1950), 214-2)6:
\V.P.C. Tenison, '.John l{oxborough Nornran', Proceedings rl the l-rnnean Society of Inndon, 156 (1915),
211-216: J.(i. Battcrsbl. 'An Appreciation of Nl.A. Smith', Brzrzsl' Iournal of Herpetobgy,2 n959),136-
148 .

Ir \\'.T. (lalman, 'The Nleaning ol'Biological Classification', Prrtccedings rl'the Linnean Society of Lon-
Jon .  11 t -  ( 1915 ) .  1 .+5  158 .  1 t l .
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are undated, cross-referencing them to other notes and letters makes
the sequence of events fairly clear (Table 2).

TaelE 2. Chronology of Events Relating to the Taxonomic Principles Committee

Year Date Meeting

1937 June 25 Inaugural meeting of the Association for the Study of Systemat-
ics in Relation to General Bioiosv.

Dec l

l9)8 Jan 14

Feb 21

Mar 25

July I

1939 June 15

1940 Mar 1.1

First meeting of the Taxonomic Principles Committee.
Memos circulating on the aim of taxonomy.

Taxonomic Principles Committee second meeting, with Calman
in the Chair.

Memos circulating defining phylogenetic classification.

Taxonomic Principles Committee third meeting, Huxley in the
Chair.

Menos circulating on representing closely allied fbrms.

Taxonomic Principies Committee fourth meeting, Calman in
the Chair.

Memos circulating on inraspecific categories and variation.

Turrillian €poup statement and replies circulating.

f'axonomic Principles Committee fifth meeting, Turrill secretary.

I'axonomic Principies Committee sixth meeting.

Discussion at the Linnean Societv.

Gilmour's first step was to write to the members (some on May 31,
1937, others on July 2) asking them to consider questions such as the
'nature, purpose and principles of classification in general' (in partic-
ular, is classification of livir-rg things any different from classification of
other objects?), and 'the meaning of a "natural classification" and its
relationship to phylogeny'. At its first meeting, held in the Linnean
Society, the members agreed to Gilmour's plan that rvritten submis-
sions be sent to him and distributed between meetinss. Between the
nreeting of December 3,I9)7 andJanualy I l ,  193fi he found t ime to
send out two installments on the 'aim of taxonomy', representing the
viervs of every member.
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This first set of memoranda immediately showed that there was a
vast range of opinion within the committee. At one extreme was
Gilmour's insistence

(1) that, in general, classification is a hunran activit l,devised by man for the pur-
;.rosc of dealing u,ith the multiplicity of phenomer.ra and that the classes con-
structed in the process are subjective, and (2) that, in particular, the concept of
'species' is, in this rcspect, in no way different from other categories.

The other extreme \rras expressed by \White:

The airn of T'axotronry is...to classily animals or plants...so as best to dcmonstrate
in the opinion of the author the truc relationships of the groups. The ultimate
basis of Taxonomy is thereforc thc cvolution of groups, and the idea of an arti-
f icial systematic arrangemcnt, or pseudotaxonomy, is compietely rejected.

Hamshau, Thomas had alreadv argued in print that fossils of flou'er-
ing plants contradicted, or at best failed to confirm, the supposedly
evolutionary arrangement of the higher plant taxa.r+ He told the com-
mittee,

A cdtical survey of u'hat has happenecl in the historv of the classification of the
Angiosperms may sen'e as an cxample of the clrarvbacks of a conscicrusly phylo
qcneuc appfoacn.
...et present we know almost nothing about the phvlogeny of the Angiosperms.
All that has been done during the last 75 years has been by deductive proccsses
in u,hich attcmpts have been madc to fit existing groups into an imagined pre-
existing scheme. Tl're more we have learned about orrl plants, the more rve have
come to realise the in-rpossibility of rrakir-rg any rcasonarble fit, but it is only now
that r'"'e are begir.rning to understand that the sr-rpposed phylogenetic scheme is
only a figment of thc imaginatior.r and does not represent anything which has
actually happencd in the history of the group.

Huxley, knowing he would have to miss the January meeting, studied
the first installment before sending his o\vn long memo, rvhich
declared,

...I am surc that Gilmour's contcntion that the species concept is as purely sub-
jcctivc as clther taxonomic categories u,ould prove untenable.

But he nevertheless praised Gilmour's 'broad definitions' as generat-
ing profi table discussion. His own suggestions were pragmartic:

r r  l l . l l .  l l l r n r r r s , ' Thc  Na t r r r e  and  Or i g i n  o l  t hc  S t i gma ' .  Nu t  P l , t t oL tg i : t ,  l l  ( 1931 ) ,  17J -198 .
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Taxonomy has both a practical and a theoretical aim. The end result must be a
compromise between these two aims; the cornplexity of phcnomena and the lim-
itations of knowlcdge....
... i t is desirable to dirride taxonomy into 'major' and 'minor': the former con-
ccrned u'ith higher categories, the latter concerned essentially u,'ith species, their
subdivision and groupings. Major taxonomy can be and should be on a phyloge-
nctic basis. But in rninor taxonolnv, phvlogenetic classification may be impossible
owing to (1) parallel mutation, (2) polyploidy of various kinds, (l) hybridization,
rvith various results. On the other hand, relirtionship (i.e. the number ol charac-
ters and genes shared by two groups) is more easily arrived at. This also implies
that the conccpt of homology needs redefinition in regard to minor taxonomy.

But the committee failed to adopt Huxley's useful distinction of
'major' and 'minor', and whether taxonomy at any level ought to be,
or can be, 'on a phylogenetic basis' turned out to be a point of per-
manent  content ion

Gilmour, knowing Huxley would be absent from the second meet-
ing, u,rote to Calman, asked him to take the chair, and gave him pre-
cise suggestions for structuring the discussion. Terms should be clari-
fied and definitions agreed upon, said Gilmour, and perhaps the
expression 'natural classification' should be dropped altogethet or at
least people should be careful to distinguish 'phylogenetically natural'
(according to ancestry) from 'logically natural' (maximum number of
characters in common). Experience would show that Gilmour was
Lrnderestimating the emotional power adhering to the word 'natural'.

He was certainly too optimistic when he told Calman, 'it should not
be difficult to reach agreement on a common definition' of 'biological

taxonomy'.
A dozen members were present for the second meeting of the com-

mittee, which was held at the Linnean Society in the afternoon of Jan-
uary 14, 1918, Gilmour later summed it up thus:

A long and interesting discussion took place, more than one member remarking
that it was the best scientif ic discussion he had ever attendedl...There was a fair-
ly sharp divergence of opinion on the meaning of a natural classification. One
group believed that a natural ciassification must be primarily a phylogenetic one,
u'hile the other belicved that it was primarily one in which individuals were
groul rc .J  in to c lasscs having thc maximum number of  at t r ibutes in  common. The
first group consistccl mainiy of zoologists and the second mainly of botanists -
though this division was not absolute.

The memonnda circulated before and after this Tanuarv meetins con-
firm Gilmour's report about the division between botanists and" zool-
ogists (Table 1). The zoological taxonomists all held that phylogeny is
essential for natural classification, even though they recognized that
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knowledge of ancestry is difficult to achieve in practice; of the
botanists, all but one held the contrary: that taxonomy ought to be
kept distinct from phylogenetic considerations. Sprague, the one who
sided with the zoologists, was also, at age 70, the oldest botanist on
the committee. Those zoologists most inclined to compromise were
the ones not employed as taxonomists (Diveq Huxley, Richards).

Gilmour's minutes of the January meeting recorded that the mem-
bers, having failed to agree about 'natural' classification, recognized
that they lacked a common definition of 'phylogenetic classification'.

Some members asserted that there was no need to define it, as everyone knew
what it was; some, however, admitted that they did not know what it was; while
some sug€Jested that it might be regarded as the same as a genealogical classifi-
cation, i.e. one based on closeness of individual relationship in the sense that two
brothers are more closely related than two cousins.

Consequently, another flurry of mimeographs, in two installments,
swirled about London, Keq and Cambridge before the February 24
meeting.

Fresh from the stimulation of the January meeting, several members
offered substantial and thoughtful paragraphs. Diver mentioned a
species of cord-grass, Spartina tounsendii, which had been revealed to
be a natural hybrid, rendered fertile and true-breeding by allopoly-
ploidy.rr Genetic and chromosomal analysis suggested that here tax-
onomists were looking at a new species recently created in the wild,
the result of interbreeding between a native British species and an
introduced species which apparently could out-compete its parent
species. The case presented a challenge to the belief that ancestry
could be inferred from morphology, because in different locations
populations of .1. tounsendii seemed to have arisen independently;
they would thus be phylogenetically distinct but genetically and mor-
phologically identical.

Other members also saw problems with phylogeny. \Watkins wrote,
'...the idea of community of descent is one that cannot in practice be
defined and...its lack of precision is a handicap to taxonomy today.'
Hamshaw Thomas warned,

It is useless to overlook the probability that the determination of real 'blood rela-
tionships' in many groups is impossible. In other groups we may ultimately
obtain some ideas of possible lines, but our results can never have a high degree
of certainty. This does not mean that the search for phylogenies is not worth-

15 (1.L. Huskins, 'Thc Origin of Spartina tounsendii', Genetica, 1.2 0%0), rI-53s.
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while, but rather that an attempt to mix the phyletic ideal with the practical task
of classifying organisms on likeness is not the best method of aclvancing knowl-
edge.

The difference between the Dractical and the ideal was alluded to also
by Watkins: '\X/ith a compleie description (the unattainable ideal) the
need for giving verlue lassigning different taxonomic rveightJ to differ-
ent characters would disappear and numbers of differences would
express relationship.'

Gilmour, who often thought his colleagues' problem was lack of
ciarity and precision, received Huxley's submission with irritation,
writing in the margin of his copy, '\Mhat a lot of talk. Put it concise-
ly'. Perhaps it rvas Huxley's faith in phylogeny, not just his prolix lan-
guage, u,hich annoyed Gilmour. Huxley had written:

Phylogenetic relationship is usually envisaged in the form of a branching tree.
When this rnodel is correct, as it undoubtedlv is for all higher taxonomic units,
probably down to families, and for the majority of animals down to the smallest
units, phylogenetic relationship can be saf-ely deduced in certain cases.

Gilmour further scribbled on his copy, '\What can this sentence mean
but "when this is right it is right".' Evidently, Gilmour had misunder-
stood what Huxley was trying to say: in some cases (like Spartina
tounsendii) genealogical conneitions do not form a tree-like pattern,
but where such complications were absent, evolutionary relationships
were probably discoverable, indeed aheacly largely discovered.

Gilmour kept his impatience to himself, but several members of his
commrrree were not endowed with his tactful temperament. Manv
years later the urriter of Sprague's obituary felt compelled to mention
his 'somewhat irascible exterior', charitably suggesting that 'his un-
flinching courage in maintaining his convictions against all opposition'
and his 'masterful manner, impatience, and contempt for hesitation in
othets' could be excused as arising from his devotion to ideals.tc Back
in 1918, Sprague probably considered his second memorandum re-
strained. 'If any botanist doubts that we are gradually approximating
to a truly phylogenetic classification of the Angiosperms', he should
study the history of botanical arrangements, or work on finding the
correct position for an apparently anomalous group, Sprague advised,
perhaps an allusion to Gilmour's inexperience.

16 H.S.A. N{arshall, 'Thomas Archibald Spraguc', PtoceeJings of !he Lrnnean Socrety of London, I-i2
( 1 9 6 1 ) . 1 1 4  l l 5 .
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It is a common experience that the best way to obtain a satisfactory knowledge
of a subject is to carry out original researches in it. Those who doubt that our
presel r t  svstems o[  c lass i f icar ion o[  rhe Angiosperms. . . represenr approximat ions to
a phylogenetic classification have probabiy studied neither the groups themselves,
nor their characters, but the very limited number of characters supplied for pur-
poses of identification bv various authors.

Uvarov's defense of phylogeny had an even sharper edge.

It may well be that a phylogenetic taxonomist often constructs schemes that are
only temporary and far from perfection, but if a taxonomist consciously re-
nounces every intention of tying to understand the phylogenetic relations of the
organisms which he is studying, then his work tends to lose its scientific purpose
and to become 'systematics without relation to general biology'.

Calman chaired the committee's third meeting, on February 24,
1918, Huxiey being ill. Discussion was again steered to focus on the
meaning of terms: 'community of descent', 'blood relationship', and
'monophyletic'; the only agreement reached was that common descent
implied an ancestral stock, not an individual ancestor, but no decision
could be reached as to how broad a category was implied by the word
'stock'. Because everyone agreed that there were special problems for
categories around the species level like sub-species and varieties,
members assigned themselves the task of writing about methods of
studying closely'allied forms. Gilmour urged coriimittee members to
read a recent article in which the Dutch botanist H.J. Lam reviewed
the history of phylogenetic trees and proposed ways to represent evo-
lution diagrammatically.t; Several members later made explicit refer-
ence to Lam's article.

In the four weeks between February 24 and the meeting of March
25, most committee members continued to work dutifully, even ener-
getically, but a few seemed to be growing testy. Norman, Smith, and
\flhite sent in a joint reply to the query about closely-allied forms,
stating, 'As far as the methods are concerned, we feel that little of
general importance can be said, since these will inevitably differ from
worker to rvorker, and also from group to group'. Turrill's contribu-
tion was nearly as anarchic: 'Any method is valid so long as it
expresses known facts and makes clear neither more nor less than the
author's interpretation of those facts'. Other committee members
attempted creative proposals.

r7 I1J. Lam.'Phvlogenctic Svmt'ols, Past and Present (Being an Apology For ()enealogical Trees)',
Acta BrolheorehZz,  Ser ies A,  2 ( I%6),  153-194.
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Melville mentioned polyploidy as a common cause of speciation in
plants, and he said much evidence of hybridization between members
bf differ.nt genera of plants had been found. 'In the face of such facts
I find it difficult to conceive a monophyletic origin for either families
or orders among Angiosperms.' Turrill again expressed the disillu-
sionment felt bv botanists when answers to questions as basic as
u,hich flou'ering plants r.vere primitive had proven elusive.

Lang described the common practice among paleontologists of col-
lecting into one genus. various species that share a certain adaptation
or grade of development, even if they probably evolved it indepen-
dently. Paleontologists usually realize that such a genus is polyphylet-
ic, he explained, but they find this practice convenient ̂nryay.

For closely allied forms, said Uvarov, diagrams or trees require so
much oversimolification that it would be better not to use them.
Species could 

-b" 
gtotlp.d, however, by a tabulation of selected char-

acters, once the obstacles of definition had been overcome. The alter-
native to such a 'statistical' approach is the 'phylogenetic' one of eval-
uating each character for its likely history.

Richards drerv a distinction between 'the methol by which a classi-
fication is constructed and the signtficance of the classification'. Tax-
onomists actually construct classifications based on numbers of com-
mon characters while stating that they are using phylogeny. Their con-
fusing description of their procedure stems from the complex process
by which they give special weight to characters they deem phyloge-
netically significant. Those are characters that are found correlated
with a large number of other characters, since without fossil evidence
the phylogeny is unknown. In the same memo Richards defined 'phy-

logenetic classification' as 'one in which organisms are affanged in
groups rvhich have the maximum number of common ancestors'. He
sent Gihnour a sketch, which Gilmour rapidly redrew on each
mimeograph (Fig. 1). Richards explained,

A and B. or A and C, have x anccstors in common; B and C have x + 10 ances-
tors in common. Therefbre B and C are more closely related to one another than
ei thcr  o l  them is  to A.

His diagram of phylogeny could represent three people rvho trace
their family histories back twenty generations to the same patriarch
derived from Adam via x parents, or it could stand for three related
taxa. From our perspective, though, the measure 'maximum number
of common ancestors' is a curious one. The numbers 10, 20, or x are
not accumulations of character differences, but 'ancestors', irrespec-
tive of whether generations are changing or conserving their parents'
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form. It is, however, how
people define first, second,
and third cousins.

This arrangement may easily
(though perhaps not usually)
conflict with a logical classifi-
cation. The degree of resem-
blance between A, B and C
depends on the rate of evolu-
tion along the lines A, B and
C. If bigger changes have oc-
curred along line C, A and B
might be more alike one
another, than either is to C.

The modern cladogram cal-
culates degrees of related-
ness by setting forth num-
bers of shared (and derived)
character states, but Ri-
chards showed no aware-
ness of the problems the
cladogram thus avoids. In a
human genealogy, distance
from an ancestor can be

counted in numbers of generations, and Richards would run into
feu,est difficulties if his numbers were counts of senerations, but
Richards probably u'as thinking of species as his unii  so that his 10,
20. or x meant so many species, not so many generations. He did
adrnit the basic problem with this measure of phylogenetic closeness.
Far from answering the botanists' query as to which characters reveal
relationship, this definition requires one to know every step in evolu-
tion. As Richards himself went on to say, 'Strictly to construct an
accurate phylogenetic ciassification it would be necessary to have a
literally complete fossil pedigree'. Cladists, by counting character
states on a cladogram rather than ancestors on a genealogy, deal u'ith
the inforn'ration they actually have, rather than including hypothetical
forms.

\X/atkins proposed a distinction between three kinds of relation-
ships: genealogical (as in human ancestry, but counting mothers as
well as f'athers, perhaps a polite way of exposing one of the problems
in Richards's definition), genetical (number of genes in common), and
phvlogenetic. His definition and diagram of phylogenetic relationship

Fig. 1 Defhition of ph1'logenetic relationship, ca.
lc))8, after O.\V. Richards, circulated to members of
the Taxonomic Principles Committee. (From Papers
of the Systematics Association, University of Durham).
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Fig. 2 Definition of phylogenetic relationship, ca. 1938. after A.E. Watkins, circulated to mem-
bers of the Taxonomic Irrinciples Committee. (Irrom Papers of the Systematics Association, Uni-
versity of Durham.)

(Fig.2), while avoiding Richards' imaginary tallyrng up of ancestors, also
focussed on historical events rather than on characters.

Suppose the ancestors of individr-rals belonging to 3 species A, B and C are
traced back by the parent offspring relation. Then if the ancestors of A and B
forr.n a freely interbreeding population lpoint D] before those of A and (l or B
and C, then A and B are said to be phylogenetically more closely related to each
other than cither is to C.

Such simple branching diagrams as this and Richards' could easily
have occurred to many minds independently, but it is likely that Lam
had influenced them both. His article, which Gilmour had commend-
ed to the committee members, contains a 'fundamental scheme' (Fig.
1) with similar lettering (unlike the chart in Danvin's Origin where the

D I F F E R E N ' T I A ' T I O i l

F' ig.3 11.J. Lam's'fr ,rnclamental schcn're of thc correlat ion bet\r,ecn t irre and dif ferentiat ion
(l l . f  .  Lrrm, 'Phylogenetic S1'mbols' ,  At ' t t t  I) lotheoretica, 2 f t9)6), p. 179.)
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start of the alphabet belongs to the ancestors). Evidently, hoping like
Gilmour, that agreement could be reached, \Watkins explained,

I have had in mind here a case rvhich, so I understand, is familiar in zooiogy:
that in rvhich certain groups, sometimes large, are distinguished by a common
pattern or organisation u'hich cannot be irnagined to ha','e arisen more than once,
and for u,'hich there is no evidence of its havins evolved more than once: such a
group is said to be n-ror-rophyledc.

\,J{4-ren strict endogamy rules, and u'hen some feature cannot have
evolved more than once, phylogenetic classification is indeed possible,
but ufien hybridization can create nerworks of relations (Fig. a), and fea-
tures often arise independently, then, wrote $7atkins, adopting Gilmour's
term, 'some form of logical ciassification is suggested as usefu-l'.

Fig. .1 Reticulated relationships caused by hybridization, ca. 19J8, after A.E.
\\''atkins, circtrlated to mcnrbers of the Taxononric l)rinciples Comtnittee.
(From Papcrs of the Sl,stcrnatics Association. Universitl, of Dr.rrham.)

In a separate memo, \X/atkins offered as a difficult example the many
strains (call them A, B, C...X) of wheat (Triticum uulgare), each strain an
asexual line isolated from all others, plus the species T. sphaerocctccltm, a
recent offihoot. The case presents two paradoxes: strain A of T uulgare

B
x

A
x
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has a more recent common
ancestor with T sphaerococcum
than with other strains in its
own species; also, strain X
resembles strain A less than A
resembles T. sphaerocctccum, yet
is in the same species. He
sketched the situation (Fig. 5)
while expressing his doubt that
any diagram could substitute
for words.

Lam's article had included
pictures of three-dimensional

I

. n l
7z l

" r l.!(

evolutionary trees transected
by the plane of time; taxa that
are cylindrical trunks or bran-
ches become, in the present or

" 3* at any chosen point in time,
, 4 

| 
circles, or if vierved at an an-

1 gle, ovals {Fig. 6). Diver insist-
ed on the lack of evidence for

Fig. 5 Sketch of phylogeny oi Tririutm. ca. 1918, the exact evOlutionary history
afrer r\.t. \\ 'etkins, circuletcd to mcmbrrs of thc r r . l
T:rxonomic Principles Commirtec. I '  rhc right of 'A' ot any taxon and consequently

is a label reading iSp,hn.rn.n..,r',l'. (F'rom iirp"rs of argued for a diagram which 
'in

the Systematics Association. University, of Durham.) effect is a horiZontal cross-sec-
tion of the branching system at

a given time.,.'. Huxley endorsed the use of circles or ovals, since 'the

plane.is one degree nearer the facts than the tree'. The hierarchy of tax-
onomrc groups could be represented by larger circles enclosing smaller
ones, and Huxley suggested that some standard markings be adopted to
indicate the cause of speciation in each instance.

Huxley also sketched a representation of speciation through poly-
ploidy and through hybridization between polyploids (Fig. 7), a phe-
nomenon rare in animals but common in plants. His labels are, on the
left, allopolyploidy, and on the right, autopolyploidy. He shows at the
bottom an ancesral genus enclosing two species, both with 2n chro-
rrosomes, then two descendant species u'hich have doubled their
chromosomes to 4n, and finally, in the top ovai, he shows on the left
a species which owes its 6n chromosome count to hybridization
between the original 2n species and its daughter 4n species. (The
species on the top right, derived from a 4n parent by polyploidy, is
not labelled; it would normally be 8n but could be 6n.)
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(HJ.  Lam, 'Phy logenet ic
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Fis. 6 H.[. Lam's generalizecl three-dimensional genealogical tree

Synrho l r i .  A . l  a  B io )he" rc t i t " t '  2  (1936) '  p  l88)

e* ,"s*s6y-"}J'--*%

Fis. 7 Diagram of polyploidy and hyb-ridization' ca 1918' by J Huxley for the Taxonomic

Piinciples Committee. (Froln ptpt^'of 'ht Sy"t-uti* n*"ti"ion' University of Durham )

Theef fo r texpendedonthesed iagramsd idnoth inS- toso f ten the
commi*ee -..rrb..J- Jiff.r.n..r- ouJt-'f""damentals' Turrill' in the

course of his ,"ply'* ir.in.at 
"f 

t,"a-Vi"l .tosely allied forms' pulled

no ounches:
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It seems desirable to state somewhat dosmaticallv the vierv of one who is an1^zed
at the gullibility of manl/ of his zoological and some of his botanical colleagues
in regard to phylogenl,. They seem to su,alioq' everything to rvhich the 'blessed'

u,ord phylogeny is attached.

Turrill 's words brought an immediate reaction. It was decided at the
meeting of March 25, l9)8, that a more formal statement of the skep-
tics' position was needed. Five botanists (Gilmour, Melville, Turrill,
\X/atkins, and Hamshaw Thomas) agreed to formulate an exposition of
their joint view. Someone, doubtless meaning to be humorous, called
this group the 'Turrillian Non-Gullibles', but Calman took offence at
the implication that those who disagreed were 'gullibles', so the term
was suppressed. (To avoid repeating the offence, I have called the two
sides 'Turrillians' and 'Calmanites'.) In u,riting to Huxley (absent
because of illness), Gilmour called the discussion at the March meet-
ing 'rather futile'.rs Hope of progress remained alive, though, for
members agreed to produce memoranda which would give concrete
examples of intraspe cific variation and would list subspecific cate-
gories currently in use in different specialties.

The Turrillians challenged their opponents to specify exactly how
knowledge of phylogeny is obtained. In their initial notes, Turrill and
Gilmour had each suggested that chromosomal or fossil evidence was
essential to assessing ancestry. The joint statement of the Turriilians
declared:

That we are agreed, that in the absence of adequate palaeontological or cytoge-
netical evidence the only scientilic classifications possible are of the 'logical' type,
taking into consideration either all available attributes or only a limited number
for special purposes. These may, but do not necessarily represent the phirloge-
netic relationships of the groups concerned.

(The implication that fossils or genes can offer privileged data was not
repudiated by the Calmanites.) How, in the absence of fossil evidence,
can one recognize a character as primitive or advanced, the Turrillians
dernanded, declaring themselves wary of the circular argument that a
character is primitive because it is found in a primitive group. 'Our

trouble is that we are not satisfied that this circle has been, or even
that with the available evidence it can be, broken.' \X/hat criteria can
one use, they ask, 'to assess closeness of phylogenetic relationship
between two groups?' They concluded:

l8 Papcrs of J.S. Huxley, \X/oodson Rescarch Center, Rice University l,ibrary, Austin, Texas.
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Fundamentally, rvhat we want to cliscover is any criterion (apart from correlation
of characters and intuit ive feelings...) by which prinrit iveness (or advance) can be
scienti l lcallv determined.... If...there is no such criterion then we say that phy-
logeny is...speculation, useful;rerhaps for certain purposes, but useless or even
definitely nisleading as a basis for taxonomy.

The paleontologist Lang attempted straightforward replies to specific
points in the Turrillian memorandum. Sympathizing with botanists,
because plants had left such a poor fossil record, he asked if never-
theless a botanist could not suess that evolution had likelv proceeded
in one cl j lection rather than another - f lowers of simpie^form. for
instance, preceding composite flowers. Of course, any phylogeny
'must be conjectural, that is, a matter of opinion and not a mattef of
fact', but, he declared, 'After all, extreme probability, and not ab-
solute certainty, is all that scientific research can achieve'. Lang point-
ed the u/av to escaping the trap of circular reasoning:

A character is not primariiy cor-rsidered primitive because it occurs in a prinritive
group. 'I'he 

criterion is its evolutionary history which, even without palaeonto-
logical evidcnce, may in some cases be deduced with a very strong degree of
probability from comparative morphology.
The criterion fbr primitiveness, or otherwise, of a characrer is the evolutionarv
stage of the character in thc given instance. This is not based on ' intuit ive f-eel-
ing ' .  brr t  t rpon rhe conrptr ls ion of  accumulare. . l  proba[- r i l i ry .  Phylogenies bv thei r
very nature arc speculative;...rls a basis for taxonomy they are perhaps f1uid; quite
likely embarrassing; but not only not useless, but plovide the only basis u,hich
gives any intellectual satisfaction.

Three other zoologists (Norman, Smith, and White) who endorsed
Lang's statements could not restrain their feelings of outrage at what
the Turrillians seemed to be proposing.

We find thc- most disappointing feature of their statement is not their inability to
unravel the phylogenetic history of the Angiosperms but their defeatist attiturle....
May we finally be allowed to remark that in our opinion the use of the term 'sci-

entific' in reference to a 'logical' classification is unjustifiable. 'scientific' implies
a basis of knou,ledge; 'logical classifications' are admittedly makeshifts based very
Iargely upon absence of knowledge.

A few members made efforts to find a middle road. The clearest
attempts at compromise came from Huxley, u,ho was at this time
hard at work on the manuscript of Euolution; The Modern Synthesis,
although the book would not see print until 1942. Divei, whom
Mayr would later praise for his contributions to the mutual under-
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standing of geneticists and taxonomists, also sau, the value of both
1zis11,points, perhaps because he, like Huxley, was not a taxonornist.ro
The third man willing to compromise u'as O.\X/. Richards, an ento-
mologist who did much field work in the company of a botanist, his
brother Paul.:o

Agreement on a compromise resolution should have been possible,
logically speaking, for the Turrillians said they 'fully acknowledge not
only that there should be phylogenetic studies and schemes, but that
these may well be of very great importance to the taxonomist', while
the Calnanites admitted that evolutionarv relationships rvere onlv the
ideal at which they aimed, actual classifiiations being necesserrily'con-
jectural to some degree. Yet, the derisive word 'gullible' points to the
human heart of the debate. The Turrillians thought the Calmanites
had been hoodwinked by a false belief and were overlooking a logical
flau' at the center of their methods. The Cahnanites had no choice but
to defend themselves by claiming that they actually understood cor-
rect scientific method better than the Turrillians. Thus, to some ex-
tent, what was at stake on both sides was pride.

Gilmour, reporting to the Council of the Association in May 79)8,
judged there to be such a u,ide divergence of opinion on the relation
between taxonomy and phylogeny that he was no longer sure that
consensus could be reached.

Meeting without Gilmour on July 1, the grolrp put that grand ques-
tion aside. They turned to more concrete tasks, such as compiling an
index of terms rvhich had been applied to intraspecific categories.
They discussed the way words like 'subspecies' and 'variety' were
used, and whether clarifiecl definitions could be introduced.

Thc clcbate u'as kept at the high level nou, traditional for our meetings. The act-
ing secretary ['furrill] for-rnd it very diflicult to take notes as nor infrcquently 3,
4. or cven 5, members spoke at once....

In September of 1918 Gilmour set sail fbr South America. His
diary shorvs that the talk aboard the steamer centered on Neville
Chamberlain's attempts to head off the European war u,hich uras so
clearly loorning.zt The next month, in Trinidad, Gilmour drafted his
contribution to the Neu Systematics volume, glad to have this com-
mitment to distract him from the ominous news comins over the air-

r'r I-. i\lrvr, .St'stenaltct antl the Origin of Specie;, Ncrv York: Columbia Universitv lrrcss, 19.12: J.
2()  l { . ( ; .  I )avics,  N.  \halof i ,  and R. Southu,ood. 'O.\Xi .  Rrchards' ,  ; ln tetna,9 ( lq l ) ) ,  dJ-62.
2l  l ) rpers o i  I .S.L.  ( ] i lmotrr .  ( - : r r rbr idgc IJnivrrs i ty  Archivcs.  Addi t ional  , \ {SS 8(r lE,  box l .
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waves. The conclusion of that paper clearly arose directly out of the
memoranda and discussions of the Taxonomic Principles Committee.
When Gilmour wrote:

Evcn the most convinced phylogenetic taxonomist maintains, not that correlation
of attributes is the same thing as phylogenetic relationship, but that such corre-
lation indicates phylogenetic relationship, thereby implying that the latter is
based on some other criterion.22

he surely had in mind his recent experience learning the views of Cal-
man, Lang and Uvarov. The eminent botanist Agnes Arber, giving
Gilnrour comments on his draft, said that surely he was aftacking a
straw man, but he told her that devotion to phylogeny was alive and
well among zoologists.zr He omitted to tell her that his Kew colleague
Sprague agreed with Calman too.

The Netu Systematics included contributions from five other members
of the Thxonomic Principles Committee besides Gilmour. Two of them
side-stepped his reformist agenda: 'To discuss how far real or supposed
phylogenetic data can or should be used in taxonomy would take us far
beyond the realm of experimental taxonomy.'24 '\X/e need not be con-
cerned here whether the taxonomic hierarchy erected on these specific
units [species] is a correct representation of phylogenetic relationships
or not....'25 Tbo other contributors contradicted the Turrillian view.

It is of intercst to note that our botanical colleagues seem, on the rvhole, to be
icss confident than tire zoologists in ascribing a phylogenetic meaning to their
classification. This is no doubt dr.rc very largely to the fact that the morphology
oi plants is vastly simpler and less varied than drat of all but the simplest ani-
n.rals. It may also be attributed, in some measure. to the fact that hybridization
seenls to havc piayecl a much greater part in the evolution of plants than it has
clone in that of animals, and the pattern of the phylogenetic tree, is, in many
places, hopelessly obscured by interosculation of the branches.26
'fhe 

vierv has becn takcn, more especialiy by botanists u'ithout u,ide taxonomic
expcricnce and ir.rtirnate acquaintance u,ith many natural groups, that a natural
classification in biology is not necessarily phylogenetic, but is merely a particular
examplc of natural classification in general. The experienced taxonomic botanist
usually reaches the opposite conclusion, as the result of repeated tests of the 'nat-

ural' system.z;

u: .1.S.1. .  ( l i lnroLrr ,  ' l 'axonorny and Phi losoplr l " .  In:  f .  I lur lc l '  ( footnotc 5)  461-171, 469.
2rPapcrs of  f  .S.L.  ( l ihrour ' ,  Cambridge Univers i t l 'Archives,  Ar ld i t ional  N' ISS 8618.
2r \Y'.B. 

'l 'urrill, 
"l'rlrononric I3otenl', \Y'ith Spccial llelcrencc to the Angiosperms'. ln: -f. Fluxley (foot'

nore 5) ,  - ,17-72.  68.
25 ( . .  L) ivcr ,  '1 'bc Proir lcm of  ( l loselv Related Spccics Liv ing rn the San.rc Area' .  In:  .J .  l {uxlcv ( foot

no te  5 ) ,  i 03  l 2E .  l 0 l .
2( 'W. l ' .  ( la lman, 'A Nluscur l  Zoologist 's  Vicrv o1 

' faxonomv' .  
In:  . f  .  Huxley ( tootnote 5) , .155-159,458.

: ;  ' l ' .A.  
Sprague, 'Taxononr ic Botany,  Wl i th Slrcc ia l  Rc-f i rcncc to thc Angiosperns.  ln:  . f  .  i lux ley

( f ( iotnote S).  - {15.15.1.  -+.+1.
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Of all the members of the Association, Julian Huxley v/as the best
knou,n, for he had travelled widely, was in touch with biologists on
the European continent and North America, and wrote essays and
books popular with a wide public. When Darlington, Gilmour, and
Turrill decided, a year before the Association's birth, that a collection
of articles should be published with a title like 'Modern Taxonomy' or
'The New Systematics', they agreed on the desirability of having Hux-
ley's name on the volume. In keeping with the spirit of synthesis to
which he was committed, in his introduction to The Nea Systematics
Huxley strove to minimize the disagreement uncovered by the Taxo-
nomic Principles Conrrl i t tee.

It rvould seem that these tu,o views, apparently so dissimilar, can be reconciied.
In the first place u,e rnay admit that taxonomic classification actually arrives at its
results by cvaluating resemblance and difference in the largest possible number
of characters, and not by means of phylogeny, u'hich can only be subsequently
deducecl. and is only nreasLrrable, if at all. in terms of the characters uscd in tax-
orron.ric evaluation. In the second piace, however, it is certainly true that it can
hrrvt' u hat I may crrl l a phyl.rgcnciic backg,round, in ther ir can most ofren bc
interpreted phylogenetically; and, further, that such a phylogenetic interpretation
may son-retimes sullgest an improved taxonomy.28

The Nezi, Systematics rvas in press but not yet out when Gilnour,
back from his traveis, called the Taxonomic Principles Committee
back to its task, in June of 1939. He later reported that

...a memorandum on Phylogeny and Classification, prepared by a section of the
Comr.nittee, together u'ith comments thereon by other members was fully dis-
cussed. It was agreed (1) that phylogeny should be defined as'the historical
secluence by u,hich gfoups of organisnrs have coue into existence', and (2) that,
u'hile one could not say that classification should be 'based on' phylogeny, cias-
sification could and should be 'interpreted phylogenetically'. A long discussion
on thc relationship between a 'logically natural' and a 'phylogenetic' classification
prodLrced inconclusive results. A memorandum has becn prepared and rvill be
circulated.2')

On September J, 1939, Brttain declared war on Germany, expect-
ing, at first, a quick victory. The Taxonomic Principles Committee
asked the Linnean Society to announce a public forum on phylogeny
and taxonomy to take place on March 71, 7940. Four of the five Tur-

ls . f  .S.  Huxlcy,  'Tntrcductorv:  Torvarc l  the Neu'  Svstemat ics ' .  In:J.  Huxley ( footnote 5) .  l -46,  19.
ur.;.S.L. flih.nour ancl il.W. l)arkcr, 'Association For the Study of Svstematics in Relation to Clener

al Bicrlogy: Annual Rcport II 1918-10', Procecdings o.f the Linnean Soaett of Lontlon, 152(1) (1911), )99'
1 0 1 . 1 0 0 .
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rillians (Gilmour, Melville, Turrill, and Hamshaw Thomas) con-
tributed papers, as did Huxley, Richards, Sprague, and \X/hite. Their
remarks show that two years of effort had not only failed to change
anyone's mind, but had created some bitter feelings.

It may be objected that this atempt to clarify the aims of taxonomy is really a
waste of t ime, that it doesn't matter what a taxonomist's aims are - the results
u.ill be much the same, anyway.lo

Yet, if u'c believe in evolution iet us take ir seriously.ll

...difficulties are only to be considered as temporary and do but add zest to our
studies.... it came as a surprise to discover that there were workers in the field of
systematics who regarded the use of phylogeny as a basis of classification as a
definitely falsc step, not only in their own groups, but apparently in others u,here
evidence of phylogeny may be ample.
It is not so much the practice of using non-phylogenetic taxonomy (for which
there may at the time be no alternative) that is to be deplored, bui the atritude
of mind that accepts this position and is content to adopt a classification based
on ignorancc rather than consciously seek to work out one based on knowledge
- for this is a policy of despair. Indeed, it is difficult to understand the aims of
taxonomists who ignore phylogeny. Is their objecr merely to pigeon-hole materi-
al? Many at any rate seem to aim no higher.
...a taxonomic amangement without a phylogenetic basis is only a temporary
expedient due to lack of evidence. To think otherwise is to deprive svstematic
rvork of the one factor that gives it vitality and elevates it to the digniry of a sci-
encc. l2

Spra.gu.e, after scorning Gilmour's growing fondness for philosophy,
alluded to his own lifetime of experience.

I will not attempt to foilow the first speaker lGilmour] into the highly abstract
field which he has chosen as his own, but will try insread to sive the views of a
practical taxonomist...the so-called natural classification in botany has been
developcd svnthetically, by a process of rial and error, and is not baied on arbi-
trary selection of characters....
...If the resulting natural classification in botany u'ere merely, as has been argued,
a. particular example of the so-called natural classification in logic, why should
ch_aracters previously unknown and unconsidered so frequently prove to be cor-
relatcd in thc same way? If, on the other hand, the groups previtusly recognized
are monophyletic, there is every reason to expect such correlation.rl

r0 J.S.l, Gilmotrr. [Remarks in] 'Discussion 
on Phylogeny ancl 

'Iaronomy' 
, Proceet)tlngs of /he Ltnnean

Sr r i e t t t  o f  Lon t k tn ,  15 ] ( l )  ( 1911 ) ,  D4 -255 ,240 .
i r  O.W. Richards,  fRemarks in]  'Drscussion' ( fbotnote 

)0) ,  T1 2j j ,2q2.
r2 E.L.  White,  f  l lcmarks in l  'Discussion'  ( footnotc )0) .  2J1-2j j .  2q9-250.
r i l f .A.  Spraguc.  LRemarks in l  'Discussion'  ( fbotnote t0) .2Jq 2:- : - .241 216.



DEBATE ON TAXONOM\' 2Y,

This public interchange was no more conclusive than the discussion
at meetings of the fhxonomic Principles Committee had been. It
seems clear that even without the interruption imposed by the war,
Gilmour's hopes for a consensus were doomed to failure. One of his
memos had concluded,

I very much hope that we may be able to reach agreement at any rate on the
point that a phylogenetic classification and a logically natural one have different
aims and do not necessarily coincide, and that each may' be used lor its ou'n par-
ticular purpose.

Gilmour's hope did not impress Huxley, whose remarks at the Lin-
nean Society seem to reflect some exasperation with debaters on both
sides.

The bclievcrs both in a corrlpletely logical and in a completely phylogenetic tax-
onomv would appear to be aiming at ideas rvhich are cluite unattainable in prac-
tice; in addition, both systcms are in some cases not consonant rt" ' i th fact...,In
gcncral, hou'cver, the two conccpts largely coincidc.la

Huxley's contribution to the Linnean Society discussion closely dupli-
cated what he had written for Euolution; The Modern Sttnthesis.t> Far
from accepting Gilmour's recommendation to allow taxonomy inde-
pendence from phylogenetic opinions, Huxley seems to have-drawn
the lesson that strict logic can be the enemy of scientific progress.

It has been customary to distinguish sharply betu'een artif iciai and natural classi-
f ication. But the 'natural classification' at which post-Darrvinian bioiogy has
airned is itsclf in certain u'ays artificial. For one thing it represents an unarrain-
able ideal. And fbr anclthcr it assun"res - what we now can Derceive to be erro-
neous - that the only natural nrethocl of classification is one basecl on naive and
prc-mendelian ideas of relationship taken over from human genealogy and
applied to groups instead of to individuals. Furthermore, it has unconsciously
accepted certain implications of thc Aristotelian method of ciassifying things into
genus and species, implications u,hich are of philosophical rather than scientif ic
import and based on a priori logic rather than on empirical fact. The most
important of such implications is a tendencv to accept the discreteness and fixi-
ty of separate species (and subspecies) at more than rheir face value.l(,

This debate, no\v more than half a century old, may give modern
systematists a sense of ddjn uu; simllar issues arc again mooted. On the

ra .J.  Huxlev,  lRemarks in l ' l ) iscrrssion'  ( lootnote tO),  231-255, 251.
rt l. Htrrlel, l:'wrlt!ion; T'he 14or/ern .51'nthesit, Londttn: Allen .\ U:ru'in, 
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evolutionary model of the history of scientific ideas, we may ask if the
resemblance is one of homology or analogy.rT For hornology, we would
need to evaluate the direct effect of this debate. Besides wharever
power resided in the published statements rn The Neu Systematics, the
report of the 1940 Linnean Society discussion, and Huxley's Euolution;
The Modern Synthesis, each participant doubtless was affected by the
debate and continued to express its influence. Several of the partici-
pants repeated their opposing views at a 1951 meeting.ra Nevertheless,
later disagreements rvithin systematics seem to have arisen to a large
extent independently.;r potr'Oly the pre-war debate may even have dis-
couraged those involved (with the exception of Gilmour) from expend-
ing their energy in a direction that had proved so fruitless. If the
debate influenced leaders of the neo-Danvinian synthesis to avoid the
problem of phylogeny's relationship to taxonomy, this would be a phe-
nomenon of the history of ideas hard to fit into an evolutionarv model.
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